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‘A
L
iving Document’
Ex-Gov. Dean lauds extraordinary U.S. Constitution
By Rachel Stengel
and Katie Zeck
stengelr@theridernews.com
zeckk@theridernews.com
The
importance
of
upholding and respecting our
nation’s most valued document, the Constitution, particularly amidst the current
state of politics in Washington,
was the main focus of former
Gov. Howard Dean’s speech
Thursday night as the keynote
speaker for the university’s celebration of Constitution Day.
Hosted by the Office of
Campus Life and the Rebovich
Institute for New Jersey Politics,
the event drew a crowd of more
than 100 in the Cavalla Room
of the BLC.
Dean began by declaring
that the Constitution is “worth
talking about,” and that there
are two main qualities of the
document that he hoped the
audience would remember. The
first is that the Constitution is
“a living document” because of

the dominant position it played
and still plays in developing our
nation’s freedoms.
“I don’t believe in the idea
of American exceptionalism,
because I don’t believe any individual American is any more
exceptional than the Chinese,
European, South American,
Africans or anybody else,” Dean
said. “But it is true that the
Constitution is a unique document that played a big role in
the evolution of democracy.”
Dean was a practicing physician for 10 years. He entered
the political arena in 1983 when
he was elected as a Democrat
to the Vermont House of
Representatives. He held the
title of Vermont’s lieutenant
governor for five years before
being elected as Vermont’s governor for six terms. During his
gubernatorial stay, he provided
guaranteed health care for children and gave same-sex couples
equal rights by passing a civil
unions law.

Nate LaBrusciano/The Rider News

Former Gov. Howard Dean spoke in the BLC’s Cavalla Room Thursday night as the keynote
See Dean, p. 2 speaker of Constitution Day. He stressed the importance of understanding the Constitution.

Students’ changing taste buds CLAES marking
drive dining services revamp 50th anniversary
By Rachel Stengel

By Tara Cirincione

stengelr@theridernews.com
It’s out with the old and in
with the new for Rider’s dining
service renovations.
Under Rider’s new contract with Aramark, improvements to Westminster Dining
Commons and Daly’s, and the
addition of a Subway are some
of the changes that will be completed for fall 2012.
Improvements to Rider’s
dining service have already
begun. Current changes include
extended service hours at
Daly’s, earlier weekend hours
for Starbucks and a Provisions
On Demand (P.O.D.) station
in Sweigart Hall.
Rider used student feedback to guide the changes to
dining services.

Maggie Sarlo/The Rider News

Cranberry’s will be expanded to include a Subway restaurant
and a P.O.D. market. It will have weekend hours in fall 2012.
“We really looked to hear
from students about some
of the things they wanted to
see in their dining hall,” Jan
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Freidman-Krupnick,
assistant vice president of Student
Affairs, said. “We really have

See Food, p. 3
See Jumpline, p. 3
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Let the festivities begin as
Rider University’s College of
Liberal Arts, Education and
Sciences (CLAES) celebrates
its 50th anniversary.
Various events from different areas of liberal arts
are planned beginning this
month and will culminate in
a “big celebration” in June
2012, according to Dean of
the College of Liberal Arts,
Education and Sciences Dr.
Patricia Mosto.
“We are doing a series of
events throughout the year,
and in each event we will
invite alums related to it,”
Mosto said.
The events aim to reconnect alumi with each other and
faculty, according to Mosto.

Sports:

“I can tell you that I have
worked at four institutions
now, and I have never seen
such a dedicated faculty to the
students,” Mosto said. “That
is the reason that most attracts
me to Rider. I see the one-onone detail that we provide to
the students.”
Notable alumni include
film critic Gerald Peary ’64,
who will be the keynote speaker at Rider’s Media and Film
Symposium: Films from the
’60s and will present his short
film For the Love of Movies:
The Story of American Film
Criticism. Comedian and host
of NBC’s The Marriage Ref,
Tom Papa ’90, will perform
at the Reunion Weekend in
2012.

See CLAES, p. 4
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Security Briefs
Sneaky Squirrels
Westminster’s Seabrook
Hall received an unexpected visitor the morning of
Thursday, Sept. 29.
A female RA called
Public Safety with the report
of a squirrel that was found
in one of the women’s bathrooms of Seabrook Hall.
When Public Safety arrived
they found the squirrel located between one of the toilets
and the wall.
Public Safety then notified the Princeton Borough
Police, who reported the
trapped animal to animal
control. While waiting for
animal control, Public Safety
discovered a second squirrel
in the bathroom and proceeded to put caution tape
on the bathroom door. Once
animal control arrived, the
squirrels were captured and
released.

Hit and Run
A male commuter student returned to his car after
class to a not-so-pleasant surprise on Monday, Oct. 3, at
4:34 p.m.
The student called
Public Safety claiming that
upon returning to his car he
noticed that the passenger
side bumper was badly damaged. No note or indication
of who hit the victim’s car
could be found.
If anyone has more
information on this incident
please contact Public Safety
at x5029.

Dean

Continued from p. 1
After an unsuccessful
run for president in 2004,
Dean served as chairman of
the Democratic National
Committee from 2005 to 2009.
Currently, Dean is the
senior strategic advisor and
independent consultant for the
Government Affairs practice
at McKenna Long & Aldridge
LLP. He is also an independent consultant to Democracy
for America, which he founded
2004.
During his speech, the former governor described the way
in which one of his favorite
political figures assisted in the
democratic development of the
United States.
“[George] Washington, as
a leader, first established the
principle of democracy by his
own personal actions, not just
his philosophies,” he said.
According
to
Dean,
Washington pioneered the idea
that the office of the president
is more important than the person in it, an idea the former
governor feels is “the core feature of democracy and core
feature of any nation that is a
stable successful nation.”
The
second
point
Dean brought up was that
the Constitution is truly an
“extraordinary document.”
“This country was built on
an extraordinary model that
does not exist anywhere else
on the face of the earth,” he
said. “Hundreds and hundreds
of people from other countries
came together to build a nation,
and it wasn’t easy.”

Public Safety would like
to remind all students to be
respectful of their residence
halls and their respective neighbors. Additionally, they would
like to enforce the importance
of continuing to be aware of
your surroundings and take the
necessary precautions to ensure
your safety around campus in
light of recent suspicious activity.
Information provided by Director
of Rider’s Department of Public
Safety Vickie Weaver.

However, it was the
Constitution that allowed the
United States to develop despite
its unique birth, making it a
monumental piece of American
history.
In addition to giving his
views on the significance of the
Constitution, Dean delved into
topics of the divergent generations and the broader scope of
politics as a whole.
“I’m optimistic for your
generation,” he said. “You focus
on things you have in common
with those of other races and
ethnicities instead of the things
you perceive as differences.”
Dean praised “the most
extraordinary invention” of the
Internet for its ability to “serve
the preservation of individualism in democracy.”
Dean tied the current state
of politics to legislation that
our forefathers crafted for the
nation.
“The truth is you cannot
avoid politics,” he said. “You
may not like politics because it
is ugly, particularly right now,
but you cannot forget them;
they are a necessary evil. If you
forget politics, someone else
won’t and that someone may
undermine the document that
started it all.”

Nate LaBrusciano/The Rider News

Politics are a ubiquitous aspect of society, according to Dean.
They are a ‘necessary evil’ that cannot be avoided or forgotten.

Are you intrested in writing about a
certain topic? The Rider News is looking for beat writers for topics such as:
Greek Life, Sustainability, Clubs and
Organizations, Student Government
Association and and Campus Life.
Contact Rachel Stengel at stengelr@
theridernews.com or Katie Zeck at
zeckk@theridernews.com.

Web Exculusive: Check out an exclusive web
article about the new programs in Conover and
Wright Halls at www.theridernews.com.

Coming
Up ...

Wall Art
Public Safety arrived at
Hill Hall at 5:48 p.m. on
Saturday, Oct. 1, to the call
of criminal mischief.
A male RA appeared at
the scene and explained that
there were various offensive
words written on several
white boards on the doors
outside rooms, on mirrors
and on walls. Photos were
taken of the graffiti and the
investigation is ongoing.
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Friday, Oct. 7
Faculty and Staff Talent
Show, 7:30 p.m., Playhouse
Room 1
Tickets can be purchased for
$5 at the door.
Late Night at the Rec, 8
p.m., SRC
Pub Night, 9 p.m., BLC Pub

Saturday, Oct. 8
ACS Block Party, 6 p.m.,
BLC Patio
Anime Weekend, 7 p.m.,
Science Room 102

Sunday, Oct. 9
Jamie Greenfield: Bodies
of Work, 12 p.m., BLC Art
Gallery

Westminster Community
Orchestra, 3 p.m., Richardson
Auditorium in Alexander Hall

Monday, Oct. 10
Global Society Club General
Meeting, 11:30 a.m., BLC
Room 257
Alumni Seminar Series, 5:15
p.m., Sweigart Room 108
A professional seminar delivered by Drew Procaccino. The
session is open to all current
MBA & MACC students and
alumni.
Ripley’s Night hosted by
SEC, 10 p.m., BLC Cavalla
Room

Tuesday, Oct. 11

Thursday, Oct. 13

Health and Wellness Seminar
presented by Capital Health
Systems 11:30 a.m., SRC
Shapiro Board Room

Jamie Greenfield: Bodies
of Work, 12 p.m., BLC Art
Gallery

New GRE Information
Session, 6 p.m., Science
Room 201

Wednesday, Oct. 12
Enterprise
Rent-A-Car’s
WeCar Wednesday, 10 a.m.,
BLC Lobby
The River: InterVarsity
Christian
Fellowship
Meeting, 8 p.m., SRC
Brownwater Open Mic
Night, 9 p.m., BLC Pub

Pet Therapy Day, 11:30 a.m.,
Daly’s Front Sidewalk
Chemistry Seminar, 11:30
a.m., Science Room 222
Photography Club Meeting,
5:15 p.m., Sweigart Room 110
Japanese Pop Culture Society
Meeting, 8 p.m., Science
Room 102
Compiled by Katie Zeck
To list your event, e-mail
ridernews@rider.edu
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Pepsi or Coke?: Rider weighs soft drink options
By Katie Zeck
zeckk@theridernews.com
While many do not put
deciding on a favorite beverage provider in the same category as deciding to become a
Republican or Democrat, or a
meat-eater versus a vegetarian,
it is the decision Rider must
make before its contract with
Pepsi is up on Dec. 1.
With the expiration of
the 13-year long contract with
Pepsi, Rider is looking to evaluate the quality of its present
beverage provider with that of
its competition, the company
in red, Coca-Cola.
Pepsi and Coca-Cola have
provided Rider with an overview of the products and services they plan to offer if chosen,
according to Mike Reca, associate vice president of Auxiliary
Services.
“We are still in the stage
of negotiations and contract
review,” Reca said. “The new
contract, with whoever it may
be, will be the beverage provider for both the Lawrenceville
and Princeton campuses.”
Many students find that a

Food

Continued from p. 1
a goal of having the best food
service in the region. We will
do that by continuing to take
surveys and get feedback from
students.”
The goal for the renovation is to expand the seating
in Daly’s and have more fresh
cooked-to-order food, according to Freidman-Krupnick. The
Bronc Diner and the C-Store
will cease to exist in order to
facilitate more seating in Daly’s.
New flooring and furniture will
be a part of Daly’s makeover.
Cranberry’s will experience
a number of changes. Slight

Courtesy of 10steps.sg

switch would be a refreshing
change of pace.
“I think Rider should go
with Coke because it would be
nice to have some new flavors
and drinks around Daly’s, as
opposed to the same things
that we’re all used to,” said
sophomore finance major Dan
McSwain. “Variety is always
welcome.”
A
committee
made
up of students and staff
from the departments of
Athletics,
Development,
Finance, Auxiliary Services,
Sustainability, SGA, Eco-reps

and Aramark interviewed representatives from both CocaCola and Pepsi and is currently
reviewing the overall package.
The presentations consisted
of the representatives explaining
what their companies would be
able to bring to the table for
Rider, added Reca.
“They talked about the way
they’ve worked with other universities in the past, the diversification of their products and
what new features they hope to
bring to Rider,” he said.
“They also brought up key
selling points, such as what their

menu changes, including a late
night menu and a pan-Asian
concept, are expected. A larger
P.O.D. market will be added
to the BLC as well as a Subway
restaurant. Cranberry’s will now
be open on the weekends. This
change, as well as the extended
hours at Daly’s, is in response to
students’ desire to eat later.
Students have reacted positively to the anticipated changes.
“I think all the changes they
are making are definately for the
better,” junior Justin Baldwin
said. “Putting a Subway in
Cranberry’s is good for me, it’s
a central location. Daly’s being
open later is convenient. I’m
happy I’ll be able to experience

them for my senior year.”
Tastes are constantly changing, according to FreidmanKrupnick. The feedback surveys determined that students
want healthier choices and
more international food. In
response to such feedback, the
vegan, vegetarian and glutenfree options will be expanded
and an Italian restaurant station
will complete the food renovations.
“No matter what you like,
we try to have it here at Rider,”
Freidman-Krupnick said.

most popular item is among
young adults, as well as where
they are ranked internationally
as a beverage company.”
The packages presented
consisted of an overall vending price, the company’s service
ability, product diversification,
flexibility of service, sustainability and incentives such
as free products for students,
giveaways and athletic sponsorships, as well as other promotional items the company
would be looking to provide
Rider students.
According to Reca, this
criteria, when taken into consideration as a whole, comes
strongly into play when negotiating which provider to select.
Sophomore Lark Stagnitto
expressed her opinion on the
battle of the beverages.
“I enjoy Coke products
more than Pepsi,” she said. “I
feel Coke has a crisper taste;
to switch from Pepsi to Coke
would be nice.”
On the other hand, sophomore Tommy Lenahan does not
feel that the University’s current
provider is lacking.

“I think the current beverages on campus are fine. I like
the Pepsi products and really
haven’t had a problem with
them.”
The committee will make
its decision within the next few
weeks and provide the finance
board with its recommendation. The administrative finance
board will then discuss the
company that is favored with
President Mordechai Rozanski,
after which a final decision will
be made.
Reca added that the changes that need to be made to the
University’s beverage facilites
based on which company is
chosen will be carried out over
winter break.
“Whatever transition we
need to make, whether it is
updating what we already have
or bringing in all new vending
machines and drink dispensers,
will be done during that break,”
he said. “You’ll know when you
walk onto campus the start of
spring semester who we will
have chosen.”

Maggie Sarlo/The Rider News

The C-Store and the Bronc Diner will be closed in order to facilitate more seating and an Italian restaurant concept in Daly’s.

Suspicious individual Contract talks resume today
Resources & Affirmative Action they feel it is necessary.
Emily Landgraf
on campus identified By
and chief negotiator for the
landgrafe@theridernews.com
There are more than 200
According to an e-mail
sent out to the Rider community on Thursday, Jamar
Square, an 18-year-old
African-American man and
Lawrenceville resident, was
identified as the suspicious
man who followed a female
student into Ziegler Hall and
made suggestive remarks to
her on Wednesday.
Square is a persona non
grata on the Lawrenceville
and Westminster campuses.
He also has been spotted on
The College of New Jersey’s
campus.
He was last seen handing out business cards reading “Sway Records pres-

ents...Jamar Square.” He
is described as having a
“scruffy” face and was last
seen wearing a black jacket
with a gray sweatshirt underneath, gray hat, light blue
jeans and work boots.
Square has been seen
driving two cars, a white
2010 Toyota Yaris with New
Jersey license plate ZPL75S and a red 1999 Chevy
Cavalier with New Jersey
License plate YBM-32C.
Students are advised not
to approach Square, but to
call Public Safety immediately at 609-896-5029 or 609896-7777 if he is seen.

Representatives of the
American Association of
University Professors (AAUP)
and the administration will
meet again today to continue
contract negotiations. Progress
was made during the session
last Friday, according to the
union and the administration.
Each side has reported discussing non-monetary issues
such as faculty governance,
workload and the number of
adjuncts on campus, but both
sides have agreed not to disclose
the exact details of the issues
discussed last Friday.
Both sides were able
to resolve eight full articles,
according to Robert Stoto, associate vice president of Human

administration.
“My expectation is that
we will work at the bargaining table to finalize the details
of that resolution this week,
and hopefully continue to make
progress in other areas,” he said.
“Beyond that, it is difficult to
predict how the rest of the
negotiations will go, although
we remain optimistic about the
process.”
Dr. Jeffrey Halpern, contract administrator and chief
grievance officer for AAUP, as
well as the chief negotiator for
the union, said it will most
likely be another week before
the issue of compensation is
discussed, and that union members are still prepared to strike if

faculty members that have
volunteered to participate in
the strike if it comes to that,
whether by picketing outside
the school or working at strike
headquarters, Halpern said.
Halpern said he also hopes
for progress, but is worried
about the negotiation process.
“Here we are, first week of
October,” he said. “We should
be wrapping things up, and
instead, as I think we’ve said,
we haven’t yet broached what
are often the biggest stumbling
blocks, which is money and all
of its ramifications.”
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CLAES

Continued from p. 1
President Franklin F.
Moore ’27 announced the separation of Rider College into five
separate schools for the 19621963 school year to the Board
of Trustees in 1961. With that,
the School of Liberal Arts and
Sciences was born.
Within its first year, the
school was divided into three
academic sections — humanities, natural sciences and social
sciences — under the College’s
first dean, Dr. Lawrence O.
Ealy.
Today, CLAES, the largest
of Rider’s four colleges, houses

27 majors, 30 minors and 14
departments, as well as seven
masters’ degree programs and
two educational degree programs.
Rider’s theater program
began in 1959 with the creation of Theatre ’59, Rider’s
first formal instruction in theater education. Today, Rider
has expanded its fine and performing arts programs with
the construction of the Yvonne
Theater and the addition of
arts administration, dance, theater, music and musical theater
majors.
President Frank Elliot
developed the School of
Education within five years of
his installation as president in

1969. The School of Education
was officially added to the
School of Liberal Arts to form
CLAES in 1997.
Mosto discusses the value
of a liberal arts education in her
article “Now, More than Ever,”
found in the current issue of
Rider Magazine, the university’s
alumni magazine.
“Liberal education transforms students by providing
them with a fuller life of the
mind, inspiring them to question goals and values, and helping them to better understand
themselves and their place in
the world,” Mosto writes. “It
is an approach to learning that
empowers and prepares students to deal with complexity,

Friday, Oct. 7, 2011
diversity and change.”

Maggie Sarlo/The Rider News

CLEAS was first established in 1962 by President Moore ’27
Today,The Fine Arts building houses many of the CLAES classes.

Norcross proposes solutions to education reform
By Ben Smith
Public Schools “need to
be reformed, not replaced,”
according to former Camden
County Democratic Chairman
George E. Norcross III, who
spoke in Daly’s Mercer Room
Wednesday night.
Norcross’ address focused
on the problems plaguing public education.
“I don’t think there are
many people who say we are
producing at the level we could
or should in urban schools,”
said Norcross.
Norcross’ speech, entitled
“Education Reform and the
Leadership Needed to Make
It Happen,” focused mainly
on the problems that plague
the public school system today,
especially those in urban environments.
Norcross is the executive
chairman of the insurance brokerage firm Connor Strong
& Buckelew, a top 10 insurance provider in the nation.
Norcross also serves as chairman of the Board of Trustees
for Cooper University Hospital
in Camden, participating in
its philanthropic work to help
local schools, public and private.
In 2007, PoliticsNJ.com
called Norcross the second
most influential political personality in New Jersey.
Norcross praised private
charter schools in which he
said students would thrive
and receive an education for
less money than poorer public
schools.
A restructuring of the current educational system must
always first start with the state,
he said.
Schools with failing records
have been showered with millions of dollars in state budget money — taxpayer money
— each year with diminishing
results.
Norcross indicated that
infusing public schools with
private corporations’ money
could be a solution.

Peter G. Borg/Rider University

George E. Norcross III spoke about the need for education reform in public schools on Wednesday in Daly’s Mercer Room.
He even called on Rider
in his address, asking, “Why
doesn’t Rider put their name
on a school? Why not the
Campbell’s Soup company?
Why not PSE&G? Why not
our great institutions of higher learning? It’s time for us
to come together to solve the
problem.”
Norcross called for a much
“broader relationship” when it
comes to children and their

education. A merit-based system of rewarding those programs and people that succeed
and holding those that don’t
accountable is a good start.
Implementing a longer
school day, garnering more
funding for after-school programs and getting parents to
play larger roles in their childrens’ educations are just some
of the ideas mentioned during
the talk.

Norcross also mentioned
that he had “been disappointed that Democrats have
not led changes in education. He implied that his party has instead taken a backseat role to Christie’s aggressive restructuring of teacher’s
unions and public education.
Norcross also drew on
personal experiences from his
childhood in Pennsauken. “I
remember my mother showing me flashcards,” recalled
Norcross, “and encouraging my
brothers and I to do our homework.” Norcross said it was a
luxury that not all children possess with regards to those with
absent or withdrawn parents.
Leadership was a recurring
theme throughout Norcross’
speech. It is lacking not only
on state and local levels but also
on the national scale as well, he
said.
Norcross, a self-described
“proud Democrat,” doubted
Obama’s leadership qualities in comparing him to Ed
Rendell, former governor of
Pennsylvania and former mayor
of Philadelphia.

“Philadelphia might not
have been doing great, but Ed
Rendell made people feel good
about Philadelphia,” he said.
After his speech, Norcross
fielded comments from the
audience, some of them members of teachers unions.
Not every student will be
able to attend a charter school,
however, as a New Jersey
Education Association member,
Vincent Giordano, was quick
to point out.
Giordano
reminded
Norcross of a Stanford study
he sent to him that showed
students in just 13.6 percent
of charter schools nationally
scored better than those who
attended public schools.

Be sure to check out
our blogs about music,
fashion,
studying
abroad, the freshman
experience and various
other subjects at:
www.theridernews.com.

SCHOOL OF GRADUATE
& CONTINUING STUDIES
• Business Administration (MBA)
• Communication Disorders*

• Holocaust and
Genocide Studies

• Computational Science

• Instructional Technology

• Criminal Justice

• Nursing (MSN)

• Doctorate in Physical Therapy*

• Occupational Therapy*

• Education

• Professional Science Master’s in
Environmental Science (PSM)

• Educational Leadership

• Social Work (MSW)*

*fall enrollment only

www.stockton.edu/grad
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The Asia Project’s passion is poetry
By Melissa Libbey

Asia Samson steps onto the
hardwood floor in front of the
cranberry backdrop in Rider
University’s Pub. With his
black leather jacket and military
boots, he comes off as having
a hard exterior. He takes off
his jacket, revealing the tattoos
that run down his arms. All preconceived notions are stripped
away, however, when he speaks
into the microphone.
He starts off with a poem
entitled, “Breathe.” As soon as
he starts to speak, the audience
is drawn in. Samson, 34, then
sits down and begins to play the
guitar, his black hat matching
with his brother-in-law, Jollan
Aurelio, sitting next to him.
After his first poem,
Samson says, “nothing happens
by accident.”
The Asia Project is a performance by slam poet, Samson,
accompanied by Aurelio.
Together they travel crosscountry, sharing their message
to a variety of different college
campuses.
The pair visited on Tuesday
for a Student Entertainment
Council-sponsored event, part
of the Project Bleed Tour.
The tour kicked off in

a letter to the Dean saying
that our performance was life
changing [and that] he was
more interested in getting good
grades and got more serious
about being in college” because
of the performance, Samson
said.
The Asia Project shows its
gratitude to its fans by tweeting, updating its Facebook page
and taking the time to reply
to Facebook comments. It also
takes time after every performance to talk to fans, answer
questions and pose for pictures.
The tour will end in the
spring, but that will not be the
end for Samson. In the future,
he hopes to do a one-man show,
putting more of the focus on his
storytelling rather than poetry.
“Basically it’s a one-person
play and it’s me telling the story
courtesy of Rider University
of my life . . . I want it to be
Asia Samson recently broke the record for most college-booked poet with over 185 college shows. dramatic, that’s my next step,”
he said.
the beginning of the school ry, Samson jokes that he would poetry with music, we kill. It’s
Eventually he sees himyear and is expected to last six easily give up poetry to write like nothing else.”
self on the biggest stage of
music.
In a recent interview,
months, visiting 130 colleges.
all, Broadway, using music to
Samson began getting seri“I can’t carry a tune, [but] Samson talked about the impact
become more of an entertainer.
ous about his poetry five years Rock stars get all the love,” he The Asia Project has had on
“That’s a big ticket to try to
ago, after a battle with cancer. said.
its fans. While at Winthrop
fill but that’s pretty much what
However, Samson realizes University, he received a letter
He credits writing poetry as the
I want to do,” Samson said.
reason he has been in remission that what he and Aurelio have from one of the advisers run“The number one question in
is special.
ever since.
ning the event.
my life is, ‘what am I going to
Though his passion is poet“When people see us do
“One of the students wrote
do next?’”

Rider’s Green Acres hoping interest will grow
By Melissa Lindley
Although it is not unusually warm, the tinges of humidity linger in the air while a bird
makes its way along the ground
of a garden. Its feet make tiny
imprints as it attempts to
enter the wiry fence, trying to
scrounge up a small meal.
A wide variety of plants
are enclosed, some familiar to
the average eye, others only
recognizable to an expert. The
mixture of organic fertilizer and
impending rainfall fill the air,
leaving the impression of being
in a backyard.
It is not a backyard, however, but rather Rider University’s
Green Acres organic garden,
located near the main gate,
between the Joseph P. Vona
Academic Annex and Van Cleve
House.
At 12:30 every Friday afternoon, Rider students, faculty
and the local community are
able to shop for a wide variety
of fruits and vegetables at no
cost.
Dr. Laura Hyatt, garden
manager and assistant dean of
sciences at Rider University,
explained that the garden began
after she was inspired by one of
the projects she did with her
botany class.

“I instated this project
called Food of the Week. We
had chocolate, edamame and
vegetables,” she said.
While working with her
students, she realized that many
of them did not know where
their food comes from. In order
to make them more mindful,
she had her students grow their
own plants for a better understanding, eventually leading her
to start the community garden.
She went on to explain
how both laziness and a busy
lifestyle led to people relying on
the convenience of fast food,
rather than making a meal with
fresh ingredients.
“[People miss] the whole
idea of agriculture, being on a
farm,” Hyatt said. “Our culture
is designed to separate ourselves
from our food.”
One of Hyatt’s main concerns is making fresh and
unprocessed foods available to
everyone, especially Rider students. The garden volunteers
recently tried to work out a deal
with Aramark, the campus’ dining service, to integrate organic
foods into the daily menu. Due
to regulation concerns, however, the company was unable
to fulfill their request.
While Hyatt understands
Aramark’s response, she feels

that the lack of fresh produce
puts students at a disservice for
food quality that they may not
have access to elsewhere.
“[I come] at food with
that sort of analysis of ‘where
does this come from?’ I’ve
got an apple in my hand
from Argentina and I’ve got
another apple that came from
Lawrenceville, New Jersey,” she
said. “The apple from Argentina
had to get shipped here. It
had to be stored, sprayed with
chemicals and the trees were
probably artificially fertilized.
Whereas this apple was grown
up the street, picked by someone in the neighborhood, and
then I bought it.”
Despite Hyatt’s concerns,
few people apart from her students have followed this philosophy.
Mary Ellen Eckman, of
Yardley, Pa., was one of the few
people who came to get their
fill of organic produce from the
garden because of her curiosity
and passion for using fresh food
as often as possible.
“[I like] the fact that it’s
organic,” Eckman said. “I went
over to the science building and
I just wanted to help.”
While Eckman has always
preferred organic food to storebought, there are also more

ridersgreenacres.wordpress.com

Green Acres, Rider’s organic garden, is located near the campus’
main gate, between the Academic Annex and Van Cleve House.
emotional reasons for her preferences.
“My
grandson
has
Asperger’s and is sensitive to
the additives in fruits and vegetables,” she said, explaining
that the only way to keep his
health stable is to have food free
of chemicals and preservatives.
As the afternoon began
to wind down, Hyatt and the
volunteers started to pack and
clean the area. Baskets still full
of vegetables were stored away,
and containers of stems and
leaves were taken away for composting.

“We don’t get many people
here,” Hyatt said.
At that moment, two male
students walked along the sidewalk in front of the garden,
unaware of the nearby table and
tent that was full of food.
“Free food here!” said Hyatt
as they passed.
The students continued
walking, however, not even
pausing to look up or acknowledge the opportunity of free,
organic food, an opportunity
that is not often heard of nowadays.
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Moneyball a Moneymaker

Living the L.A. Ink Lifestyle

Pitt delivers in American pastime film
FILM REVIEW

By Vinny Abbatecola

		
		

“It’s unbelievable how much you don’t know
about the game you’ve been playing all your life.”
Director Bennett Miller opens his behind-thescenes baseball drama, Moneyball, with this quote
from one of the game’s all-time greats, Mickey
Mantle. After reading it, skepticism might take hold
and have you asking, “How could this prodigy think
that he doesn’t know a lot about baseball?”
Fifteen minutes into the film, you’ll realize there’s
a whole other side to America’s greatest pastime that
has remained unnoticed, even by hardcore sports
fanatics. Instead of sitting in a stadium eating a
Ball Park Frank, you’ll be in a movie theater getting
acquainted with the curious inner workings of this
ageless game.
Billy Beane (Brad Pitt, Fight Club) is the general
manager of the Oakland Athletics and is at the end
of his rope. His team suffers a loss in a 2001 postseason game against the New York Yankees, three of his
top players have become free agents due to expired
contracts and he can’t afford any good replacements.
Beane soon recruits the help of a Yale graduate
in economic studies named Peter Brand (Jonah Hill,
Superbad), who has an innovative process for finding
the values in less expensive players that scouts would
fail to notice. While attempting to get his team off
the ground, Billy also tries to provide for his daughter Casey (Kerris Dorsey, Walk the Line) while on a
limited budget. As other people working in baseball
continue to express their doubts about the future of
the Oakland Athletics, Billy shows them how this

new system could very well be a game-changer.
Brad Pitt’s portrayal of Billy Beane is the highflying grand slam that helps this film to score its
home run. Just like a World Series game, it’s exhilarating to watch. The way his character does a balancing act between being a committed coach and an
affectionate father speaks to Billy’s priorities. One of
the finest qualities of his character is that he never
mopes around and feels bad about himself for being
divorced, and doesn’t let it cloud his mind. Billy
accepts it and concentrates on the tasks at hand. His
life on the field and at home are both in his view, and
this translates into Pitt mastering both sides of Billy,
making this one of the optimum performances of his
still-flourishing career.
Jonah Hill acts as Pitt’s character’s reassurance,
promising Billy the benefits of using his way of picking specific players and finding their values that have
been overlooked. His role as Peter is Billy’s beginner’s
guide to the system that will carry his team further
than the two would have ever anticipated. Hill still
has that timidity in his character that we’ve seen in
some of his other roles, but keeps his Jonah Hill-isms
to a minimum and still manages to make us laugh on
occasions when it’s called for.
Of course, the story focuses on the actual baseball
games, but that’s not entirely what the movie is about.
What happens backstage is the point of intrigue in
the film. How we see the science behind the deciphering of baseball statistics is what makes this film as
much a learning experience as it does a viewing one.
Archival footage of past ball games is shown at certain points in Moneyball and is used to rich effect. It
brings us to a realization that in baseball there is what
we see on the field as spectators, but there is also what

By Megan Blauvelt

allmoviephoto.com

Billy Beane (Brad Pitt) contemplates his role as a father and coach with Peter Brand (Jonah Hill) by his
side.Together, they strive to lead Beane’s team to the highest reaches of victory possible.
we don’t see that goes on outside of the game.
Steven Zaillian’s and Aaron Sorkin’s screenplay,
based on the 2003 book, Moneyball: The Art of
Winning an Unfair Game by Michael Lewis, completely throws you into the sport. I don’t watch
baseball, but even if you’re not a fan of the sport, I
can assure you that you won’t feel that same lack of
interest when you experience this film. In the end,
you come out of the theater with a better understanding of the game than you had walking in. It’s a sports

movie that’s unlike any other but is still founded on
the same principles. It has the common plotline of
the coach striving for the best in his team, but it has
the revealing aspect of the statistical method that was
used to better the team.
Baseball may not be everyone’s first choice in the
vast world of sports, but this film includes so much
more than baseball can offer on its own. Do as the
song says, and take yourself out to this ball game.

Past and present programs pop into prevalence
By Lisa Henderson

hendersonl@theridernews.com
		
Let’s be honest – it’s the consistent existence of
entertaining television shows that gets us through
long work weeks. Without sympathetic tears and
laughs at the expense of likeable fictional characters,
we’d all be just a bit more tightly wound. This fall
promises an exceptional lineup of television shows,
some new and some returning to the small screen for
the first time in almost a decade.
Whether it’s for lack of creative ideas for new
shows or simply due to popular demand, a large
handful of programs from our childhood days have
returned to television. This summer, Nick at Nite
introduced what is known as The ’90s Are All That, a
portion of late-night airtime during which they run
some of the most popular Nickelodeon programs of
the 1990s, including All That, Kenan and Kel, Clarissa
Explains It All and Doug. Now, it seems that MTV
and VH1 are both following in Nick’s footsteps and
hopping on the train to Throwback Town.
It’s 1996. You’ve just returned home from a long
day at elementary school, stationed yourself in front
of the family room TV and are now catching your
favorite music videos on VH1’s Pop Up Video. Not
only were music videos the main focus, they were also
accompanied by “bubbles” that would appear sporadically and feature interesting facts about the video
and the artist. It may be true that music videos have
taken a backseat to reality programs, but not everyone has lost hope in the once-prevalent art-form. Pop
Up Video returned to VH1 on Monday, much to the
delight of 90s enthusiasts.
MTV has followed suit. Premiering Oct. 27,
Beavis and Butt-head will make a comeback. New epi-
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New Girl, Beavis and Butt-head and Pan Am have raised the bar for this fall’s television entertainment.
sodes of this crude, hilarious animated series have not
aired since 1997, yet the two delusional teens from
the fictional town of Highland, Texas, will still appear
to be the same age as they were almost 15 years ago.
Nostalgic fans of the ’90s can always expect a new
bunch of quirky reality stars on The Real World each
fall. This season is sure to be cause for talk, as the cast
has already taken note of their extreme differences; no
one was sure of Sam’s sex until she revealed herself to
be a woman, and Frank has yet to show us his alcoholic, emotional tendencies. All of the housemates
are sure to provide a hearty helping of melodrama,
which was made obvious during the season’s premiere
on Sept. 28.

7

This summer’s controversy revolving around
Charlie Sheen has yet to be put to rest. Two and a
Half Men concluded Sheen’s involvement by killing
his character off in a tragic train accident, which
allowed for the transitional welcoming of Ashton
Kutcher’s character, an Internet billionaire. The new
season’s ratings have dropped steadily since its premiere, but its huge fan base is likely to keep the show
on its feet for a long time.
The programs that our generation cherished in
our childhood years will always hold the keys to our
hearts, but this fall brings brand-new additions to the
primetime lineup that may tug at those heartstrings as
well. Zooey Deschanel stars in New Girl, a comedy-

sitcom that premiered on FOX in late September. The
plot centers on Jess, a quirky girl who was in search
of a new apartment following a painful breakup and
decides to move in with three single young men. The
story takes us through the inner workings of Jess’s love
life and highlights all of the awkward, odd situations
in which she finds herself.
Keeping on the comedy track, Sept. 19 saw the
introduction of 2 Broke Girls, a sitcom starring Kat
Dennings (Nick and Norah’s Infinite Playlist). 2
Broke Girls introduces viewers to an alternate side of
Dennings’ talent, revealing her comedic prowess as
she plays a witty waitress with a hard-biting tongue
and quickness for smart comebacks.
ABC introduced the period-drama Pan Am in
late September. Starring Christina Ricci, the plot
takes us through the fictional lives of flight attendants who worked for the well-known Pan American
World Airways in the early 1960s. Drama buffs may
also appreciate American Horror Story, which premiered on FX on Wednesday. A dysfunctional family
is unaware that the house they’ve just purchased is
haunted. This series could not have been released at a
more fitting time for all of you Halloween fanatics.
Escaping into television is a perfect way to destress during these first few hectic months of the
semester. The fall lineup seems promising, but it’s up
to you to decide what’s worth viewing and choose
your favorites. Oh, and don’t forget – Jersey Shore’s
season will soon conclude, so be sure to support the
ever-so talented cast members as they bid “arrivederci”
to Italy.

Jorge Torres had no worries about
this presentation. Being a celebrity tattoo
artist for 13 years, he is more than comfortable discussing the history of tattoo
artwork.
On Wednesday night, Torres visited
the Sweigart Hall auditorium on the
Lawrenceville campus to discuss the origins of tattoo art.
“I was a graffiti artist when a friend
asked me to draw a tattoo and use an
improvised tattoo machine, so I did it,”
Torres said. “Not long after, people I knew
showed up at my door asking if I could
give them one, too.”
He has come a long way since the
starter kit days. Torres is now a professional body modification expert and can
give piercings, brandings, implants, scarification and tongue splicing.
He talked about cultures outside the
United States that require tattoos and
other body modifications. These cultures
modify their bodies to represent important life milestones, tribal affiliations and
their own belief systems.
“Having tattoos is a lifestyle,” Torres
said. “Countries such as India believe tattoos are a way of penance on earth while
Siberians have faith that it will repel the
cold surrounding them.”
Two listeners among the crowd, freshmen Kimberly Knox and Alicia DeGraw,
felt that the most intriguing aspect was the
origin of tattoos from other cultures.
“The history and why people get the
body modifications were most interesting,” DeGraw said.
“And also the different ways people
can express themselves through body art,”
Knox said.
Along with slides of tattoos were
short detailed video clips from Youtube
of people getting branded, scarred and
tongue spliced. Torres showcased some
of his own tattoo artwork on costumers.
Along with the captivating material were
tips on getting tattoos and tattoo shops.

Photo by Megan Blauvelt

Freshman Jessica Bohnenberger reveals her tattoo of linked stars and hearts which
she designed, representing love, dreams, and aspirations for the future.
“I’m not a doctor, but as a body
modification expert a certain amount of
medical knowledge should be known,” he
said. “When you go into a tattoo shop, it
should look and smell like a hospital, with
a brand-new setup of fresh ink, ink cups,
new ointment, [and] brand-new tongue
depressors.”
Of his 13 years of practice, he said
nothing has gone wrong medically during
or after any of his procedures.
“Make sure the artist is a reputable
artist, too,” Torres said. “Most artists have
a disc showcasing his or her tattoo artwork.”
Torres has worked on big names such
as rapper Busta Rhymes and a few other
celebrities.
Many Americans nowadays have their
bodies modified in order to express themselves. Along with that is a story behind
the tattoo that helps define that person.
Torres has turned down profitable
tattoo requests because of their frivolity.
Such trivial tattoos are subject to ridicule;
people should think long and hard about

something that relates to many facets of
their lives before having ink done, he said.
The vast majority of the audience had
tattoos of their own on their ankles, back
of the neck, arms, and chest. Freshman
Jessica Bohnenberger described her tattoo
of linked stars and hearts following the
presentation.
“The stars represent dreams, and
hearts [represent] love. Together, they
remind me that you can’t achieve your
dreams without loving what you do and
you can’t find true love without your
dreams,” she said.
Tattoos are part of a lifestyle, and as
a tattoo artist, Torres feels privileged to
modify others’ bodies. He understands a
basic picture of what a client may want.
However, he takes the initiative to get to
know the person and then personalizes the
tattoo even more so based on the reasons
behind the desired ink design, he said.
“I owe something to every person
who will allow a body modification,”
Torres said. “Part of me leaves with them
when they walk out that door.”

Photo by Megan Blauvelt

Jorge Torres educates his audience about the socio-history of tattoos.

Be sure to visit

www.theridernews.com

Photo By Brandi Lukas

Senior Brandi Lukas shows off her over-the-shoulder tattoo of a 1950s pinup girl, inspired by female empowerment and love for music.

for the final installment of the

Fall Music Mini Series
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Editorial

Faculty contracts
making progress

T

ensions were running high last week as contract negotiations continued between Rider’s administration and the
Rider chapter of the American Association of University
Professors (AAUP).
The two sides have been working on various issues, including professor duties and adviser requirements for the past several
months. While there is still more to be decided, there was significant progress at last Friday’s meeting, more than there has
been throughout the entire negotiation process, according to
Dr. Jeffrey Halpern, contract administrator and chief grievance
officer for AAUP.
So far, eight different aspects of the contract have essentially
been worked out. The time limit to reach a final decision on the
contract has been extended “indefinitely with three days notice,”
according to an e-mail sent to AAUP members.
Last week, there was a rumor of a strike if progress was not
made by last Friday. A strike is still possible, but since both sides
have shown willingness to compromise, we can hope that it is
less likely. With the possibility of a strike, students were worried
about what would happen if classes were not going to be held.
Would we have to make up for the time that was missed, or
would the time off be forgiven since the cancellation of classes
would have been out of our control? Hopefully, we won’t have
to seek out the answers to these questions if more compromises
can been reached.
One of the last issues to be talked about is compensation,
which likely won’t be discussed for another week, according to
Halpern. Both sides should continue to work on the contracts
while also keeping in mind the best interests of the students.
We’ve come so far already. Hopefully both sides will be able
to stay in a compromising state of mind to agree on the remaining issues.

Editorial

Sports rivalries
divide campus

A

lmost everyone loves the feeling of his or her favorite
sports team crushing the competition. It’s second nature
to gloat, brag and rub your losing opponent’s face in
your superior team’s win because, while most sports fans can
certainly dish it, they can’t seem to take it.
At Rider, it’s no different when October rolls around and it’s
time for the Major League Baseball post-season playoffs. This is
the time of year when the pride everyone has in his or her team
of choice surpasses the level of a normal fanatic. Team T-shirts
and jerseys are worn, every game is being watched and fans can
be heard screaming at their televisions at any given moment.
On this campus, you will notice we’re located between two
of the largest and arguably the most obnoxious cities in the
country: New York City and Philadelphia. So when it comes
to team rivalries, you can certainly look here to find the most
proud, loyal and stubborn Yankees and Phillies fans around who
will never stop talking smack whether it’s baseball season or not.
While it is sports’ very essence to take such pride in your
state and team, it’s not always necessary to react in such extreme
ways toward the opposing teams. We all enjoy giving a little jab
to the ego of the losing team when your team wins, but there
can be a point where the taunting becomes too much and the
dispute ends in a fight over a win or loss that no one can control.
As far as the Rider community goes, if the Yankees and
Phillies play each other in the World Series, all fans should unite
with respect and dignity to see who brings the trophy home.
So no matter who gets to the World Series this year, remember to respect the opposing team’s fans, because if you don’t, it
will come back to bite you the next time your team loses.
These weekly editorials express the majority opinion of The Rider News. This week’s editorials were
written by the Opinion Editor, Angelique Lee and the
Assistant Opinion Editor, Kristy Grinere, respectively.
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Letter to the Editor

Contract terms give faculty a voice
The Sept. 23 issue of The Rider News carried
an article on the negotiations between Rider’s
faculty union — the American Association of
University Professors (AAUP) — and the university administration. In it, the administration’s
chief negotiator, addressing his AAUP counterpart, is quoted as saying that “we should not
miss this important opportunity to take stock of
those articles of the labor agreement that directly
impact the University’s ability to meet its mission.”
The implication is that the current agreement impedes the University’s ability to meet
its mission. To view the mission, see The Source
online.
The reality is precisely the opposite: the
current agreement and the many elements of
this agreement the faculty wish to see continued
— and also the additions to this agreement the
AAUP seeks — very much support and further
the accomplishment of this mission. They do so
in many ways.
The agreement provides for the replacement
of part-time faculty with new full-time faculty —
experts in their fields, whose up-to-date knowledge permits the addition of new and relevant
programs and courses vital to students. Full-time
faculty, unlike part-time faculty, serve students
by advising, by participating in important campus committees and through scholarship that is
essential in continuing the accreditation of our
programs by premier accrediting organizations.

The agreement limits the use of part-time
faculty in place of full-time faculty.
The agreement permits the faculty to have a
strong and appropriate voice in many areas, for
example, in the shaping and changing of curricula; the selection, retention and promotion of
new faculty; and in establishing limits on class
size.
As academic departments at Rider have
found over the years, the agreement has been
very important in recruiting and retaining highly
qualified faculty, who are essential to our mission.
Prospective faculty members are impressed with
the clarity of the procedures spelled out in the
agreement — including the important ones that
address their annual reappointment, and later
promotion and tenuring. They are also tremendously impressed with the fairness and objectivity
of these procedures and the influence of faculty at
Rider overall, especially in comparison with other
colleges and universities they know.
As someone who has intensely studied and
written about workplaces, I know one thing
for certain: the administration jeopardizes the
accomplishment of the university’s mission by
advocating changes to the current agreement that
lowers faculty morale and makes Rider a far less
attractive place for employment.
- Dr. Gerald Klein
Professor of Organizational Behavior and
Management
College of Business Administration

Quote of the Week
“October is not only a beautiful month but
marks the precious yet fleeting overlap of
hockey, baseball, basketball and football.”
			
— Jason Love
Standup comedian
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Health and Fitness

Secondhand smoke an unwanted part of college experience
After graduating from Rider, I look forward to a
diploma and a job, but I think I’m going to pass on the
lung disease. I hope that Rider can allow my dream to
become a reality by saving my precious lungs from the
smokers that blow secondhand smoke into my face on
a daily basis.
On any typical day, students can be seen walking to class, and many of them are smoking around
other students. As their cigarette smoke lingers in the
air, they leave a trail of smog in their wake as they
continue to walk. Some non-smoking students don’t
mind breathing in the smoke, but others find it utterly
repulsive.
If students want to avoid breathing in toxins and
carcinogens unwillingly, they have a couple courses of
action: They can either hold their breath and swiftly
jog around the cigarette smoke, or continue walking
behind the smoker with their sleeve, also known as a
homemade smoke-filtration device, over their mouths
in order to purify the air they breathe in.
Rider students are allowed to smoke on campus as
long as they are about 25 feet away from every building
on campus. However, it is obvious that some people
take this rule as more of a suggestion. Every day, smok-

ers can be seen less than 10 feet away from the doors
of any building on campus. This is a nuisance to the
students at this school who do not smoke cigarettes.
There is no point in telling smokers the extensive
list of reasons why smoking is bad for them. They
know the risks and are willing to put those chemicals
into their bodies and deal with the side effects. Almost
everyone on this college campus is an adult, and the
choice of whether or not he or she wants to suck in the
air from a lit cigarette is his or hers. The problem is not
the smokers, but the effect they have on the nonsmokers.
Secondhand smoke can cause breathing problems
such as coughing, mucus, chest discomfort, asthma
attacks, pneumonia, bronchitis and reduced lung function.
Secondhand smoke affects other parts of your
body as well. Years of research has shown that particles
from secondhand tobacco smoke can settle into your
hair, clothes and other surfaces and stay there even after
the smoke is gone. These particles form carcinogens —
cancer-causing agents — as well.
Some people may think that breathing in a little
bit of smoke on your way to class is not a big deal,

Eco-Rep Green Corner

Hybrid cars crossing
into the fast lane
Since the worldwide release of the Toyota Prius in 2001, the
popularity of hybrid cars has exploded. Hybrid Electric Vehicles
(HEV’s) combine an internal combustion engine with one or
more electric motors. By drawing power from two different sources, HEVs are able to use much less gas, allowing motorists to save
money and help the environment. Until recently, hybrids have
been used mainly by the cost-conscious commuter or the budding
environmentalist, but now HEV’s are finding their way into the
hands of all types of drivers.
Fisker Automotive is a new American car company that is
dedicated to getting serious drivers behind the wheel of hybrid
vehicles. The 2012 Fisker Karma, according to its website, combines the high performance and look of a sports car with the low
impact of an HEV. With a 0-60 mph speed of 6.3 seconds and a
top speed of over 120 mph, most consumers would never expect
the Karma to be environmentally friendly. Not only does this
hybrid sport an electric motor, it has several other features that
make it stand out as an environmental supercar.
According to Fisker’s website, all of the wood trim in the car’s
cabin is made of 100 percent Fallen, Sunken and Rescued Wood.
Some of the sources include rescued trees from California wildfires
and 300-year-old oak that has been salvaged from the bottom of
Lake Michigan. The seating is made of soy-based bio-fiber and
other recycled materials, and the roof doubles as a solar panel that
can add more than 200 miles of range per year. As shown on the
Car Connection research website, the Fisker Karma, which comes
with a sticker price of nearly $100,000, is setting a new standard
for luxury, performance and responsibility.
Although the Karma may be out of the price range of most
Rider students, there are still plenty of opportunities on campus to
experience HEV technology first hand. Several of the Ford Escape
public safety and student escort vehicles are actually hybrids. In
addition, Rider’s new WeCar program provides students with a
chance to rent one of two hybrid vehicles. The Toyota Prius and
new Ford Focus hybrids are currently available and can be spotted parked outside the Bart Luedeke Center and the Westminster
Student Center in between rentals.
HEVs, once driven only by environmentalists, are now used as
a practical and responsible mode of transportation. Today, whether
you are looking for a car to take to the racetrack or to Quaker
Bridge Mall, there is a hybrid that can get you there.
-Adam Grossman
Lawrenceville Eco-Rep

but it is a big concern. Even the shortest amount of
exposure to secondhand smoke can be damaging to
someone’s health.
Stronger rules prohibiting smoking on campus
need to be proposed and enforced. How about a designated smoking area? Students can gather in a specific
spot and freely smoke their cigarettes a safe distance
away from the other students.
Another likely impossible option is putting a
smoking ban on campus completely. This is the best
option considering that there is no safe level of exposure to secondhand smoke. The only way to protect
the nonsmokers from the harmful effects of cigarette
smoke is to prevent the smoking from happening
completely. A campus-wide ban could even help some
of the smokers on campus quit, or at least cause them
to smoke less.
A smoke-free campus would lead to healthier students, fewer smokers on campus and an overall happier
experience at Rider for everyone.
- Paige McAtee
Junior journalism major

This Week in History ...

October 6, 1994 — Michael Jordan announces his retirement from professional
basketball to play professional baseball.

Sophomore’s Critique

Rider’s Pub gets a needed facelift
Friday nights are always full of events around campus: Bronc Bingo, Bronc Buffet, parties and,
of course, the Pub.
The Pub has held a place dear in my heart since freshman year. It is a place to be on Friday nights.
The music is always great and the atmosphere is beyond amazing.
This year, however, things have changed. The Pub has been remodeled and there are new rules.
Last year, the Pub walls were full of signatures, from fraternities, sororities and alumni from many
years ago, from top to bottom. This has changed since last year. We now have a brand-new black
ceiling without any writing on it.
There are now disco lights hanging from where the signatures were carved. The new ceiling and
disco lights completely change the mood of the Pub. It feels a little classier now, and the disco lights
flash to the beat of the music, which really helps get people on the dance floor.
Also, we have new tables. Last time I was there, I counted about 10 new hardwood tables and
sets of chairs. This gives people a chance to sit down and have a drink or two after dancing. The old
tables were dirty and flimsy, which caused many people to just stand instead of sitting.
Thankfully, we have new rules. The Pub was not organized last year; there are legitimate lines now
that help prevent people from cutting in line or getting hurt. The biggest problem we had last year
was people cutting in line and pushing others around in order to get to the front, and we now have
ropes that will prevent anyone from doing so. Two people are allowed at the sign-in table at a time,
preventing a cluster of people at the front table.
A strange new rule just started. After 11 p.m., you must get a new wristband if you arrived before
11. I am not sure why, but I am certain there is a good reason. And as long as it helps everyone stay
safe, I am happy with it.
The Pub has a lot to offer this year. Not only are there new things, but there are also theme nights.
This past Friday was Latin American Student Organization’s first Latin Pub Night. We will now be
having more theme nights at the Pub, which helps to bring in different types of crowds.
The Pub will soon be playing different types of music, which will attract people who have never
been there before. Rider has done a great job in opening up the Pub to different crowds this year, and
hopefully will be able to continue making great changes.
- Walter Saravia
Sophomore secondary education and English major
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ridernews@rider.edu;
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featuressection@rider.edu;
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Photographers
Wanted



The Rider News is looking for photographers
that are willing to shoot sports events
around campus. Having your own
equipment is a plus but not a necessity.
Contact Dave Pavlak at pavlakd@rider.edu
if interested in fulfilling this position.

Broncs search for wins in N.Y.
MEN’S SOCCER

By Alessandra
DeBenedetto
This season has been a
rough one for the men’s soccer
team. It kicked off the season
with a great win against Seton
Hall, but has lost eight games
since, and three of them in
overtime. The Broncs are currently 1-8-1.
This
weekend,
the
Broncs will face off against St.
Peter’s (2-7) before taking on
Manhattan (0-9) on Sunday.
The pressure is on the Broncs
to come away with two wins.
“We are expected to win
these games, so I’m excited to
see if we live up to everyone’s
expectations,” junior Matt
Perrella said. “I expect two wins
this weekend, which will put us
right back in the middle of our
conference.”
Senior Salvatore Lubrano
knows that no game is an easy
one, and the Broncs will have
to come prepared to win this
weekend.
“Right now any game is
pretty tough, but I think we’re
going to win,” he said. “We
played Iona, who is first in
the MAAC and it was a close
game, so I think we have a
very good chance of winning
as long as we play like we have
been playing all 90 minutes,
without a letdown.”
Head coach Charlie Inverso
is expecting some very stiff
competition.
“If everyone is talking that
these games should be locked
then they’re not thinking
right,” Inverso said. “These are
going to be two hard games to
play. If anything, we should
be viewed as the underdog in
the St. Peter’s game. We were
predicted to finish 9th, and St
Peter’s 7th, in the conference.
I don’t know if we’re going to
be the underdog or not but
we’re going to be playing at 10
a.m. in Manhattan, so I don’t
know if there will be any favor

Peter G. Borg/Rider University

Junior Brenden Noesges assisted on the opening goal during the
Broncs’ 3-2 OT lose to Fairfield. Rider is 1-8-1 this season.

‘You have to forget about
the past and stop thinking about losing.’
-Salvatore Lubrano
towards us.”
The men’s soccer team is
going into these upcoming
games with a positive attitude,
but is still upset over its loss to
Fairfield Sunday, 2-1 in overtime.
“There’s no easy solution,
but we can’t feel sorry for ourselves,” Inverso said. “If anything, we need to toughen up
and raise our standards even
more. I’m very proud of our
effort. There’s no doubt we’re in
every game trying to win it. We
need to do more things to put
ourselves in a position to win.”
The Broncs are looking to
forget the mistakes of the past

and move on to a better and
brighter future during the second half of the season.
“You have to forget about
the past and stop thinking
about losing,” Lubrano said.
“We have to have a fresh mentality going into the game and
just believe we’re going to win
regardless of the results we’ve
had in the past.”

COLLEGE STUDENTS

Develop your people skills. FUN customer sales/svc.
Work w/ other students,
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES, $17 base/appt.
100 Scholarships awarded Nationally,
Conditions apply.
GREAT RESUME EXP. All Ages 18+
CALL OR APPLY ONLINE NOW!
732-301-2810 or 908-968-0910
www.workforstudents.com
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Hockey

Continued from p. 11
The Broncs will need a
quick turnaround after the
TCNJ game, as they take on
the Tigers of Princeton.
“Princeton is just another
game for us, you never know
what they are going to be like,”
Schauer said. “Regardless of the
talent level, we need to stay
focused, do the little things
right and work on things that
will benefit us in the future.
Basically we need to stick to the
game plan.”
Dudo is excited to be facing the Tigers.
“It is a bit of a rivalry
game for us just because we are
so close to them and we like
the prestige of playing them,”
Dudo said. “It is a little like
playing TCNJ just because we
want to be the best of all the
local teams, so we will prepare
just like any normal game.”

No matter what, the Broncs
will be focused on picking up
two victories this coming week.
“The difference between
winning and losing will be who
works harder as well as who
handles their emotions better,”
Dragone said. “The crowd will
be a huge factor but we cannot
let it dictate our play. We need
to stay calm and focused and
play our game, which is to work
harder than any team we face
every time we touch the ice.”
The production has been
fluid through the first few
games of the season. Junior
Frank Garvey already has six
goals, while sophomore Tyler
Deitrick has three goals and
seven assists, for a total of 10
points. Dudo has gone 2-1
through four games while posting a 2.57 GAA.
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Between The Posts: Straight-edge stopper
By David Pavlak
pavlakd@theridernews.com
This is part two of a fourpart series on the goaltenders participating in Rider Athletics.
It’s game night at the
Loucks Ice Center, and the
Broncs have taken to the ice
minutes before the puck is supposed to drop. After a quick
skate around the ice surface,
the team converges to the blue
ice where its goalie resides. In
the center of the crowd is senior
Chris Dudo, who is the starting
goaltender for the Broncs this
year, and he is looking to lead
his team back to the MACHA
promise land this season by
coming back to Rider with the
championship in his hands.
This wasn’t always how
it used to be though. Dudo
had to wait his turn to get
his share of ice time, as he
played behind his longtime
friend and former Bronc, Joe
Nalbone. Dudo watched from
the bench as Nalbone lost in
both the MACHA championship two seasons ago and in
the first round to Rowan last
season. Dudo is looking to be
the contributing factor in helping turn this season around for
the Broncs, as they begin to get
back on track.
“Honestly, last season is
over and it’s time to focus on
this season one game at a time,”
Dudo said. “Although the loss
was stunning, there’s no reason
that this group of guys can’t
blow past last season’s expectations. We just have to keep
working and try to outwork the
other team one play at a time.”
Four years ago, Dudo, who
is an entrepreneurial studies
major and a psychology minor,

decided that Rider would be
the college where he wanted
to spend his next four years of
higher education. Of course,
having a hockey team probably
didn’t hurt either.
“I picked Rider because
of the great business program,
and it was perfect that I could
continue playing competitive
hockey while getting an education,” he said. “I came to a
team practice before I officially
began my freshman year, and I
was really impressed with the
momentum of a real college
practice.”
Dudo, who is from
Warrington, Pa., began playing hockey at a young age and
never looked back.
“I became involved in
hockey when I was 10. I wanted
to get involved in another sport
besides Little League Baseball,
and I just picked hockey. I
started off with roller hockey
since there was a rink and a
league less than a mile from my
house.”
He wasn’t always a goalie,
however. After experimenting
as a center, Dudo became a
goalie simply because he was
asked to one day.
“I played as a center for two
years until one game, our goalie
didn’t show up. My coach asked
me to strap the pads on, and
from that day I never looked
back,” he said.
Dudo idolized former
NHL goalie Byron Dafoe for
his style on the ice and has tried
to replicate the look and mannerisms of the ex-pro.
“He just had a certain personality and play to his game
that I admired,” Dudo said.
“I always thought that being
a goalie was the only part of a
sport that let your personality
shine through your equipment.

A lot of fans don’t know what
players look like without their
equipment or jersey on, but
I wanted to represent myself
through my gear so someone
could recognize me either way.”
One of the ways Dudo does
this is through the mask he
wears on the ice. Dudo lives a
“straight-edge” lifestyle, which
means that he doesn’t use or
abuse cigarettes, alcohol or
illegal drugs. The back of his
mask clearly states that, with
the words “Drug Free XXX”
marked in big black letters,
with each ‘X’ standing for one
of the many items Dudo choses
to not use.
“I have never done anything along those lines, and
that is something I pride myself
on,” Dudo said. “I claimed this
lifestyle in February of 2004
and I have never looked back.
I am really proud to show my
lifestyle to others because I like
supporting the fact that it’s OK
not to drink alcohol. It is now
common knowledge to believe
that everyone in college drinks,
but I like being in the minority
of students who choose not to
party and drink. I wanted to
be proud of being straight-edge
and the ‘Drug Free XXX’ exemplifies that perfectly.”
greatsave9.smugmug.com
The decision to live his life
in this manner has alienated Senior Chris Dudo leads the Broncs onto the ice every night as
him a bit from his teammates they begin its journey to return to the MACHA championship.
and friends in the past, who
out during high school games,
“This is my senior year
may like to go out for a celebrabut nine times out of 10 I and I want to go out with a big
tory drink after a game. Dudo
would just occupy myself with win,” he said. “I want to enjoy
would not change anything
hockey on Friday nights instead my last year, and I think that
about his decision, though, and
of going out with my friends is enough motivation to do all
is happy with how his life has
and dealing with the normal that I can to help the team as
turned out.
peer pressures a teenager goes much as possible. I think we’re
“Sports have actually been
through.”
off to a great start and I know
a little bit tough on me because
With his last year of hockey that we have the talent to make
of the peer pressure, but I have
at Rider just getting under way, this year a success.”
stayed true to my word this
Dudo is hoping to go out in a
whole time,” Dudo said. “Of
“blaze” of glory with his teamcourse, I missed some nights
mates.

Broncs look for upperhand during rivalry weekend
HOCKEY

By Steven Eggert

greatsave9.smugmug.com

Senior Mike Junod skates off the ice after a tough game. He
currently has one goal and three assists for the 4-2 Broncs.

The Rider hockey team
(4-2) is heading into this weekend with a home game at the
Loucks Ice Center against its
longtime rival, The College
of New Jersey (TCNJ) (3-1),
tonight before taking on
Princeton (1-1) at home again
on Monday. 			
Rider is coming off two
straight wins in which it has
outscored its opponents by a
total of 13-4.
As the Broncs prepare to
face off against TCNJ, junior
Brian Schauer is ready to go up
against their rival.
“Like any rivalry, both
teams are going to come into
this game hungry for a win,”
Schauer said. “This game is

more than just a game, however, it’s a game over territory.
We both share the ice rink.
We definitely want to show
them whose rink this really is,
but we can’t feed into the hype
of this game. We know their
record and they have definitely
improved since last season; we
just need to make sure we come
prepared like every game and
expect a battle.”
Senior Connor Dragone
agreed with his teammate’s
words.
“We go into every game
this season expecting to be the
better team and we expect to
be able to dictate the play of
the game,” he said. “TCNJ will
be a solid opponent but I have
no doubts that we can handle
them. The game will be a little
more intense at the beginning
due to the rivalry but nothing

that our team can’t handle.”
The Broncs are looking
to change the outlook of the
team after a couple early season
defeats.
“I’m very pleased with our
home record and I’d like to
see the continued success,” said
senior Chris Dudo. “I think
the home fans and the familiar
environment have taken away
any anxiety before the game.
Off the ice, the team has bonded well and it shows during
games and practices. I think
that we need to keep working
hard and keep trying to outplay
our opponents. Just like any
other team, we shouldn’t be
complacent with our last performance. Every time we step
on the ice, we need to play better than the last shift.”
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Time for the NEC

Rider begins conference play after going 9-1 outside of MAAC
FIELD HOCKEY

By Kim Leder
The Rider field hockey
team (9-1) prepares for a backto-back travel battle this weekend as it plays at Siena (0-11)
tonight and Bryant (6-5) on
Sunday.
“It’s important for our team
to play at the highest level possible as we know that there is
no room for error if we want to
qualify for the NEC playoffs,”
Head Coach Lori Hussong
said. “Both Siena and Bryant
[are] tough opponents to match
up against.”
The team recorded its
ninth win Sunday when it ventured to Lehigh (2-10) for a
non-conference victory, 6-1.
Senior Virginia Egusquiza
had a career-high three goals
to go along with two assists.
Sophomore Sandra Penas added two goals and one assist.
Also making an impact on
the game was senior Megan
Pisani, who scored her seventh goal of the season before
halftime. The offense was in
such control that senior goalie
Rebecca Lotito didn’t have to
make any saves. Rider outshot
Lehigh 45-1.
“The game against Lehigh
was a fun one, not just because

Peter G. Borg/Rider University

Senior Virginia Egusquiza’s hat trick led her to become the NEC Player of the Week. She currently
has 10 goals and eight assists this season, helping lead the Broncs to its 9-1 overall record.
we scored a lot, but because we
had, for most part, control of
the game,” said Egusquiza. “We
did a lot of good things and we
played as a team.”
Hussong is happy with her
group’s play thus far.
“Virginia Egusquiza is
finally at full strength and
is playing incredibly well,”
Hussong said. “Her technical
skills and her ability to see the

field makes her a hard person to defend against. Others
who have been playing well
the first half of the season are
Meg Pisani, Natasha Tukeva,
Rebecca Lotito, Jackie Adams,
Ellie Labar, Alicia Govannicci
and Sandra Penas. Freshman
Katie Fanning is also a key contributor on defense.”
Many Broncs are ranked
atop the conference in offensive

categories. Penas and Egusquiza
are tied for third in the NEC in
goals scored with 10 each while
Pisani is tied for fifth with
seven scores. Junior Marlaine
Schneider ranks number-one in
the league in assists with nine
helpers thus far.
As they travel, first to Siena,
the Broncs get to enjoy the ride.
Rider likes its chances heading to Siena as the Saints enter

with an 11-game losing skid.
Freshman Katherine Bowie
scored her first goal in Siena’s
recent loss to Lehigh.
Junior Kelly Johansmeyer
led the team versus Saint
Joseph’s with four of their nine
shots, and two were made by
sophomore Michaela Sullivan.
“I just know that [Siena
and Bryant] aren’t the best ones
in the NEC and that we can
beat them if we play our way,”
said Egusquiza. “Of course,
nothing comes easy and these
two teams are definitely going
to be ready to play.”
When the Broncs arrive
at Bryant, though, they will
need to be prepared. With a
6-5 record, Bryant opened up
against Holy Cross on Tuesday
with a goal by sophomore
Mallory Hancock in the first
10 minutes of the game. Senior
goalie Jennifer Gulloti earned
her first shutout of the season
against Holy Cross and freshman Rosie Bird was threatening
on multiple occasions.
“I really hope we play the
‘Rider way’,” Egusquiza said.
“Hustling all over the field and
doing good passes and being
really offensive.”

Broncs look to shake off first MAAC loss
WOMEN’S SOCCER

By Kyle Boris

Peter G. Borg/Rider University

Junior Claire Thompson uses fancy footwork to get
by her opponent. She has one goal so far this year.

The women’s soccer team had been on a roll heading into its match with Loyola (MD). Before squaring
off with the Greyhounds, the Broncs hadn’t lost a game
in over a month. But Loyola brought Rider’s streak to a
halt with a 3-0 victory Saturday.
Sophomore Jennifer Meier, who is second in scoring for Rider, believes the Broncs (7-3-2, 0-1 MAAC)
showed their nerves against Loyola.
“We played quite nervous and panicked a bit during the Loyola game, which contributed to the loss,”
she said.
Meier feels her team needs to get past the loss and
look to rebound. The Broncs have two big games coming up this weekend against Canisius and Niagara.
“For this weekend, our team needs to focus on
staying composed, confident and playing our game,
especially since both games are on the road,” Meier
said. “We must stay focused and play more relaxed as a
team in order to succeed.”
The Broncs will try to go back to their winning
ways when they take on Niagara tonight at 7. Niagara
is 4-7 overall, 2-0 in the MAAC, and riding a twogame winning streak. Rider Head Coach Drayson
Hounsome is not underestimating Niagara.
“We have to deal with Niagara on Friday night,
who lost in the MAAC final two years ago,” he said.
Hounsome is looking for a strong overall effort.

“We’ll be looking for a great team performance
in order to be successful rather than looking for an
individual player to break out,” Hounsome said. “We
have a lot of players who are playing very well at the
moment and everyone will be needed to perform and
play a vital role.”
Following their match with Niagara, the Broncs
will be looking for revenge when they take on Canisius
on Sunday at 1 p.m. Rider made it to the MAAC semifinals last year but its run was stopped when Canisius
picked up an impressive victory. Hounsome realizes
this as well.
“Canisius ended our season last November in the
MAAC semifinals, so we’ll be looking for a little bit of
revenge when we play them on Sunday,” he said.
Canisius has a record of 7-4-1 and a 2-0 mark in
the league, so it will be a tough obstacle for the Broncs,
but not one that they think they can’t overcome.
Hounsome agreed that this is a crucial part in the
Broncs’ schedule and a sweep this weekend would be
huge.
“Both will be challenging matches,” Hounsome
said.
Two big wins on this road trip could prove that
the Broncs are going to be serious competitors in the
MAAC.

